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Chapter 1

Introduction

The comprehensive mapping of the physical structure of neuronal circuits is an open
problem at the very core of the field of neuroscience. A map of the morphology of
neurons and their connections is believed to advance our knowledge and understanding
of computational models of such circuits (Denk et al., 2012) and it is the goal of a field
called connectomics to obtain and describe such maps.

A promising approach that is currently followed by most in the field is 3D electron
microscopy (3D-EM) of fixed and stained samples of neural tissue (Briggman and Denk,
2006; Denk and Horstmann, 2004; Hayworth et al., 2006; Helmstaedter et al., 2008,
2011). 3D-EM allows for nanometer-scale resolution which is necessary to densely map
the smallest structures of a neural circuit. Decades ago, this technique was used to
map the complete nervous system involving all 302 neurons in C. elegans (White et al.,
1986), an undertaking that took more than 10 years of manual labor to complete.

The greatest bottleneck for this task was—and still is today—imposed by data
analysis, i.e. the reconstruction of circuits from raw 3D-EM data (Helmstaedter, 2013).
While recent advances in 3D-EM (Denk and Horstmann, 2004; Hayworth et al., 2006)
opened the avenue for imaging of samples larger than 1 mm3, dense reconstruction of
such a sample would still take a minimum of roughly 1, 000 work years (Briggman,
2016) with recent semi-automated reconstruction techniques (Berning et al., 2015; Kim
et al., 2014).

In this work, we address the problem of automated reconstruction by introducing a
new graph-based technique based on recurrent neural networks (RNNs) (Elman, 1990;
Rumelhart et al., 1986) that learns non-local information not captured by previous
approaches (Andres et al., 2012; Berning and Helmstaedter, 2016; Bogovic et al., 2013;
Jain et al., 2011; Nunez-Iglesias et al., 2014; Vazquez-Reina et al., 2011). Our technique
builds on top of existing reconstruction pipelines and potentially allows for a more
reliable and faster reconstruction of neural circuits from raw 3D-EM data.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Related work

Automated reconstruction of neural circuits from 3D-EM data has recently gained
increasing attention with methods that first over-segment the raw data (Andres et al.,
2008; Berning et al., 2015; Jain et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2015; Sommer et al., 2011;
Turaga et al., 2010) and then agglomerate these segments to reconstruct the anatomy of
individual neural processes. Most agglomeration techniques either only regard pairs of
segments to decide whether they should be merged or not (Berning and Helmstaedter,
2016; Bogovic et al., 2013), or they use a more non-local or global approach (Andres et al.,
2012; Jain et al., 2011; Jurrus et al., 2008; Nunez-Iglesias et al., 2014; Vazquez-Reina
et al., 2011).

We here extend previous work on local interface classifiers (i.e. classifiers that regard
pairs of segments only) by instead making use of the graph structure given by the
over-segmentation. We propose to convert the problem of inference on graph-structured
data to a sequence learning task, by sampling the graph structure with constrained
random walks. We motivate the use of RNNs for this task as they have proven to
be powerful sequence learning models (Graves et al., 2006; Graves and Schmidhuber,
2009). A similar neural network-based approach is introduced in Perozzi et al. (2014):
They serialize the graph with unconstrained random walks to learn latent, unsupervised
representations of nodes in the graph. Their approach di�ers from ours in that they
model latent node embeddings of graph-structured data, whereas we train a supervised
model to predict edge weights. To our knowledge, this is the first method that uses
sequence learning on the serialized segmentation graph for automated 3D agglomeration.

As opposed to classical methods of graph-based image segmentation (Felzenszwalb
and Huttenlocher, 2004; Zahn, 1971), where each node in the graph represents a
single pixel or voxel, the segmentation graph we consider here is built on supervoxels
(collections of voxels, i.e. individual segments) and their spatial neighbor relationships.

1.2 Main contributions

Here, we summarize our main contributions1 that we will describe throughout the thesis
in more detail. First, we develop methods for e�cient training data generation for
graph-based 3D agglomeration and introduce a constrained path sampling algorithm
that produces practical serializations of segmentation graphs for use in sequence learning.

1Our work is in part based on the following published and unpublished work of others: The
segmentation graph with edge weights from a Gaussian process-based interface classifier (Berning and
Helmstaedter, 2016) is provided by Berning (2014), based on the 3D-EM dataset of Boergens and
Helmstaedter (2012) and SegEM (Berning et al., 2015). Skeleton tracings are provided by Boergens
(2015b) and 3D shape features are provided by Motta (2016). We further make use of the merger mode
tracing tool developed by Boergens (2015a) for webKnossos (Helmstaedter et al., 2015).

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

We further provide a small yet expressive feature set that proofs to capture useful
information for graph- or sequence-based agglomeration. We optimize and compare
models for sequence learning and demonstrate that they can be used to improve the
predictions of a classifier that solely uses local information around an interface between
a pair of segments.

1.3 Thesis outline

This thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce and review background
information on automated reconstruction of 3D-EM data and on RNNs as sequence
learning models. Chapter 3 constitutes the main part of this thesis. Here, we introduce
and describe methods for training data generation, for RNN training and for testing of
our proposed approach. In Chapter 4, we describe a number of experiments on sequence
learning for agglomeration and their results. Finally, in Chapter 5, we summarize and
discuss our findings and provide an outlook on possible future research directions.

3



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we review both the current state of automated reconstruction of 3D-EM
data and its challenges. We further introduce and review recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) as powerful sequence learning models.

2.1 Automated reconstruction of 3D-EM data

The current state-of-the-art approach for automated reconstruction of neural tissue
from 3D-EM data can be summarized in the following two steps:

1. Create a volumetric over-segmentation of the 3D data, i.e. split processes (cells
and parts thereof) into many small segments.

2. Agglomerate segments based on similarity.

It is generally believed that reconstruction accuracy can be improved by splitting the
task into these two steps, although other approaches exist (Maitin-Shepard et al., 2015).
The current challenges lie in a) reducing errors in the segmentation and b) improving
the automated agglomeration of segments. We begin by reviewing approaches for
volume segmentation in connectomics. As of now, the error rates of these methods
are still several orders of magnitude too high to use fully automated reconstruction of
neural circuits from 3D-EM data in practice (Helmstaedter, 2013). Current approaches
therefore still rely on manual agglomeration of segments via skeleton tracings (Berning
et al., 2015) or direct agglomeration (Kim et al., 2014).

2.1.1 Volume segmentation

Volume segmentation of connectomic 3D-EM data is typically performed as a sequence
of the following two steps (see, e.g. , Berning et al. (2015)). First, every voxel is classified
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

as being part of a membrane or of extra-/intra-cellular space (Figure 2.1b). Then, a
watershed algorithm (Beucher and Meyer, 1992) is applied to create a segmentation
(Figure 2.1c).

Most approaches use random forests (Andres et al., 2008; Sommer et al., 2011) or
convolutional neural networks (Berning et al., 2015; Jain et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2015;
Turaga et al., 2010) for step one. For a marker-based watershed procedure as in (Berning
et al., 2015), connected components of local regional minima of the classification image
(Figure 2.1b) are used as markers. Typically, the amount of over-segmentation is chosen
via a free parameter in the local minimum procedure such that segmentation mergers,
i.e. segments that span multiple processes, are very rare.

(a) Raw data (b) Membrane detection (c) Segmentation

Fig. 2.1 Illustration of a segmentation pipeline (Berning, 2014) based on a 3D-EM
dataset of mouse primary somatosensory cortex layer 4 (Boergens and Helmstaedter,
2012) and SegEM (Berning et al., 2015). Images are of size 2.4◊2.4 µm2. Left: Original
2D slice of the raw image data (Boergens and Helmstaedter, 2012). Middle: Membrane
detection using a convolutional neural network (Berning et al., 2015). Membrane
voxels are classified as 0, whereas intra-cellular space voxels are classified as 1. Right:
Over-segmentation using a watershed-based approach (Berning et al., 2015).

2.1.2 Segmentation graph

Given the over-segmentation, we can define a segmentation graph (see Figure 2.2)
that summarizes proximity information in a more e�cient data structure. A node in
the segmentation graph corresponds to a single segment in the original segmentation,
whereas edges correspond to physical interfaces between two segments. Therefore only
neighboring segments share an edge in the segmentation graph. We can furthermore
introduce edge weights p(e) œ [0, 1] for edges e. By limiting p(e) to the interval [0, 1],
the weights can be interpreted as the probability of two segments to be classified as
belonging to the same process.

Current approaches for edge (i.e. interface) classification and agglomeration include
global optimization approaches such as GALA (Nunez-Iglesias et al., 2014), LASH (Jain
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Fig. 2.2 Illustration of a segmentation graph with edge weights p(e) œ [0, 1] from a
Gaussian process-based interface classifier (Berning and Helmstaedter, 2016). Nodes
correspond to segments and edges correspond to interfaces between two segments.

et al., 2011), segmentation fusion (Vazquez-Reina et al., 2011) and a graphical model-
based approach (Andres et al., 2012), and a simple feature-based interface classifier
(Bogovic et al., 2013). A variation of the latter method is also the approach currently
chosen in our lab, implemented using a Gaussian process (GP) classifier (Berning and
Helmstaedter, 2016) that uses local, mainly texture-based features.

2.2 Recurrent neural networks

As discussed in the last section, most approaches for agglomeration only consider
local, pairwise information to predict edge weights p(e). In this thesis we consider an
extension to this approach, as we intend to serialize the graph structure of agglomerates
and use sequence learning to improve predictions p(e). By unrolling the agglomeration
graph (i.e. the segmentation graph of an agglomerate) into a sequence of segments,
described by feature vector, we can treat this problem as sequential inference.

RNNs (Elman, 1990; Rumelhart et al., 1986) have recently attracted considerable
attention as powerful parametric frameworks for sequence prediction; for a review see
(Schmidhuber, 2015). We decided to use RNNs because they have a number of desirable
properties that are especially useful for our task:

• RNNs are known to perform well on large amounts of data (Sak et al., 2014).

• Trained networks can be re-trained on new datasets and therefore require only
little new labelled data for transfer learning.

• RNNs can be used on sequences of arbitrary length.

While most of these properties are also shared by hidden Markov models (HMMs),
recent experiments have shown that HMMs are outperformed by RNNs on many

6
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Fig. 2.3 Illustration of an RNN in compact form (left) and with recurrency unfolded
along the time dimension (right). At every time step t, the network reads an input
vector x(t) and produces an output vector y(t), while updating its hidden state h(t).

sequence learning tasks such as handwriting recognition (Graves and Schmidhuber,
2009) or voice recognition (Graves et al., 2006).

In the following sections, we introduce and review RNNs for sequence learning and
discuss their use in practice.

2.2.1 Overview

The main idea behind RNNs, as opposed to standard feed-forward neural networks, is
the concept of (temporal) weight sharing. RNNs share parameters across the length of
a sequence and allow generalization to sequences of arbitrary length.

A particular use case for RNNs is to model the probability of an output sequence
y = (y(1)

, . . . , y(T )) given an input sequence x = (x(1)

, . . . , x(T )):

p(y(1)

, . . . , y(T )) =
TŸ

t=1

p(y(t)|x(1)

, . . . , x(t≠1)) , (2.1)

or simply the conditional probability of the last example given all previous inputs

p(y(T )|x(1)

, . . . , x(T ≠1)) . (2.2)

We will mainly consider the latter case in this thesis. In general, this leaves us with
a network architecture as shown in Figure 2.3: An input layer feeds into a hidden
recurrent layer that is read out by an output layer. The recurrency can be unrolled in
time to provide a feed-forward respresentation of the model.

A forward pass through the RNN is typically defined as follows:

h(t) = ◊(W
i

x(t) + W
h

h(t≠1)) , (2.3a)

y(t) = f(W
o

h(t)) , (2.3b)
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with an activation function ◊(x) and weights summarized in weight matrices W
i

(input
to hidden), W

h

(hidden to hidden) and W
o

(hidden to output). In most cases, the
hyperbolic tangent tanh(x) is used as an activation function. Optionally, an activation
function can also be applied for the output layer. Typical activation functions f(x)
here are the logistic sigmoid for two-class classification tasks and the softmax function
for multiple classes (Bishop, 2006). Most implementations further add so called bias
terms to each layer transformation. These can be incorporated, e.g. , by extending
the state vectors with a unit term hÕ(t) = (1, h(t))T (and x(t) accordingly). The hidden
layer activation h(0) is typically initialized as zero.

2.2.2 Backpropagation through time

In the supervised setting, where for each example x
n

labels t
n

= (t(1)

, . . . , t(T )) are
available, training of the RNN can be performed by iteratively updating the network
parameters w (weights and biases) in small steps in the direction of the negative slope
(i.e. the gradient) of an error function. Error functions, such as the mean square error

E(w, X) = 1
2

Nÿ

n=1

(y
n

≠ t
n

)2 (2.4)

can be motivated via maximum likelihood (Bishop, 2006). Here, we defined the error
in terms of the full dataset X = {x

1

, . . . , x
N

}. If single training examples are used
instead for the calculation of the error, we arrive at stochastic gradient descent (Bishop,
2006). In practice, the error is typically calculated for mini-batches of multiple training
examples to make more e�cient use of hardware and to reduce variance in the parameter
updates.

The question remains, of how to evaluate the gradient of the error function in
Equation 2.4. It turns out that this problem can be easily solved for feed-forward
networks, by repeatedly applying the chain rule for partial derivatives, which gives us a
technique commonly known as backpropagation (Rumelhart et al., 1986; Werbos, 1988;
Williams and Zipser, 1995). For RNNs, the computational graph defined by Equations
2.3 can be unfolded into a feed-forward like structure (see Figure 2.3). This allows
us to apply backpropagation to RNNs as well, a technique known as backpropagation
through time (Werbos, 1990). For reasons of brevity, we omit lengthy derivations of
these derivates here, as these can be found in most textbooks on neural network-based
machine learning (Bishop, 2006; Goodfellow et al., 2016).
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2.2.3 Decaying gradients

As each update step of the hidden unit activations h(t) involves a matrix multiplication
with W

h

, one can easily convince oneself that this repeated multiplication with the
same matrix will either lead to vanishing or exploding activations. Let us assume that
W

h

can be decomposed as follows:

W
h

= V diag(�)V≠1

, (2.5)

with a vector of eigenvalues �. Then the calculation of the hidden layer activation after
· time steps will involve multiplication by diag(�)· , if we ignore activation functions
and biases for now. It is therefore easy to see that for eigenvalues ⁄

i

< 1, activations
will exponentially go to zero and otherwise explode. The latter case can be avoided by
careful initialization and gradient clipping (Pascanu et al., 2013). Vanishing activations,
and by symmetry also vanishing gradients during training, will significantly impede the
ability to train an RNN (Hochreiter, 1991). Experiments in Bengio et al. (1994) show
that the probability of successfully training an RNN with stochastic gradient descent
will quickly reach 0 for sequences as short as 10 time steps.

2.2.4 Alternative unit architectures

To alleviate the problem of vanishing gradients, alternative unit architectures have
been suggested. This involves changing the update function from Equation 2.3a in such
a way, as to allow better flow of activations or gradients through multiple time steps.
The first and most widely used variant is called the long short-term memory (LSTM)
unit (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and involves a separate hidden activation
state that is gated from the rest of the network and passed on in a constant manner
through multiple time steps. Recently, a powerful alternative, the gated recurrent
unit (GRU), was introduced by Chung et al. (2014). It introduces fewer additional
parameters than LSTM while similarly alleviating the problem of vanishing gradients.
The GRU approach changes the hidden layer update equation (see Equation 2.3a) to

h(t) = (1 ≠ z(t)) § h(t≠1) + z(t) § tanh
Ë
W

i

x(t) + W
h

(r(t) § h(t≠1))
È

, (2.6)

with an update gate activation z(t) and a reset gate activation r(t) defined as

z(t) = ‡(W
z

x(t) + U
z

h(t≠1)) , (2.7a)

r(t) = ‡(W
r

x(t) + U
r

h(t≠1)) , (2.7b)
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where ‡(x) is the logistic sigmoid function and tanh(x) the hyperbolic tangent. The
symbol § denotes element-wise multiplication. Note that we have introduced four
additional gating weight matrices U

z

and U
r

(hidden-to-hidden) and W
z

and W
r

(input-to-hidden).
Gradients can, again, be computed in a straightforward manner with the help

of backpropagation. As the GRU architecture alleviates the problem of vanishing
gradients, we will make use of it for all hidden recurrent layers described in this thesis.

2.2.5 Computation graph and symbolic di�erentiation

The implementation of backpropagation for the aforementioned neural network archi-
tectures can be simplified by working with a computational framework that represents
expressions internally in the form of a computation graph. See Figure 2.4 for an example.
A popular deep learning framework that operates in this way is Theano (Bastien et al.,
2012; Bergstra et al., 2010) which will be our framework of choice for the rest of this
thesis.

b
c

ea
d

+
* σ(.) f

Fig. 2.4 Example of a computation graph for the expression f = ‡ [(a + b) ú d]. We
have introduced additional intermediate variables c and e, so that every operation has
a separate output variable.

By representing expressions symbolically in a graph structure, exact analytical
di�erentiation can be performed automatically. Theano makes use of a highly-optimized
version of symbolic di�erentiation, which essentially relies on the application of the
chain rule to compute derivatives directly on the computation graph. In Theano,
symbolic di�erentiation comes at the expense of increased compilation time, which
can render exploring large neural network architectures a tediously long process. As
opposed to numerical di�erentiation, however, symbolic di�erentiation does not su�er
from inaccuracies due to numerical rounding issues (Jerrell, 1997) and is therefore well
worth the trade-o� with respect to compilation time.

We note that there exists an alternative method, namely automatic di�erentiation
(AD), that was recently introduced to the field of machine learning. We shall refer to
a recent review article by Baydin et al. (2015) for more details on this method, as a
discussion of AD would be beyond the scope this thesis.

10



Chapter 3

Methods

This chapter constitutes the main part of this thesis. We introduce and discuss
methods both for training and testing of our RNN-based sequence learning approach
for agglomeration. A major part of this chapter deals with the mining of training
data from skeleton tracings and with methods to make agglomeration graphs derived
from these skeletons usable for sequence learning. This includes the introduction of a
constrained path sampling algorithm and a mapping of both shape- and orientation-
based features onto such paths. In the last part of this chapter, we discuss architecture-
and optimization-related choices for RNNs in more detail.

All the methods described in the following sections were developed and tested on
a single 93 ◊ 60 ◊ 93 µm3 3D-EM dataset from layer 4 mouse primary somatosensory
cortex (Boergens and Helmstaedter, 2012) (Figure 3.1) that was obtained via the serial
block-face electron microscopy (SBEM) technique (Denk and Horstmann, 2004). The
segmentation (Berning, 2014) of the dataset was performed using SegEM (Berning et al.,
2015), where the parameters were tuned towards a higher degree of over-segmentation
than in the original paper. The segmentation graph (Berning, 2014) was generated
with edge weights given by predictions of a GP-based interface classifier (Berning and
Helmstaedter, 2016) as described in Section 2.1.2.

Unless otherwise noted, all methods outlined here were implemented in MATLAB®
and are available to the research group via a private Github repository. The RNNs
were implemented in Python, while making heavy use of the open source deep learning
frameworks Theano (Bastien et al., 2012; Bergstra et al., 2010) and keras (Chollet,
2015). We would also like to note that as part of this project, a contribution to the
sequence masking functionality in keras (Chollet, 2015) was made. Sequence masking
allows for mini-batch training on arbitrary sequence lengths (see Section 3.7.3).

11
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60
µm

93 µm
93 µm

(a) 3D-EM dataset (b) Volume reconstruction

Fig. 3.1 Left: Overview of the 3D-EM mouse primary somatosensory cortex layer 4
dataset (Boergens and Helmstaedter, 2012). Right: Volume reconstruction of four
neurons obtained by combining skeleton tracings with segmentation objects (Berning
et al., 2015). Figures adapted from (Berning et al., 2015, reprinted with permission
from Elsevier).

3.1 Training data

In this section we describe the steps undertaken to derive a training dataset from a
collection of human-traced axons. We briefly describe the method of skeleton tracing
and discuss potential issues that might arise during tracing or when trying to match
skeletons with the segmentation graph of the dataset. We suggest a number of heuristics
that can alleviate these issues to some degree, such as the identification of annotation
errors or the automated completion of gaps in skeletons.

We will later see that the quality of a training dataset derived this way will be
su�cient to successfully train a well-performing classification model on the segmentation
graph. Model testing, however, will require a lesser degree of noise or annotation errors.
We will therefore later introduce a di�erent annotation method, namely merger mode
tracing, for this purpose that aims to collect all the segments belonging to a particular
process (i.e. a cell or a part thereof).

3.1.1 Skeleton tracings

In order to train our models for improved automated agglomeration of segments, we
decided to make use of the vast amount of human-traced processes that are currently
available for the mouse cortex dataset. We train and evaluate our models on a set of
tracings 1 which we refer to as Iris axons, named in honor of the student who carried

1Skeleton tracings provided by Boergens (2015b)
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Fig. 3.2 Screenshot of the webKnossos user interface. webKnossos is a browser-based
tool for visualization and annotation of 3D image data (Helmstaedter et al., 2015). The
dataset is rendered in three movable orthogonal slice planes. Skeletons can be created
by iteratively placing nodes in a respective slice plane. The panel on the lower right
shows a 3D overview of all skeletons in the currently active session.

out this tracing task. The Iris axons dataset is a collection of high-quality tracings of
91 axons that innervate (i.e. share synapses with) a single dendrite, which is also part
of the dataset. An overview of the Iris axons dataset is shown in the lower right panel
of Figure 3.2.

In total there are 92 traced processes which we will refer to as trees. Every synapse
of the 91 axons was labelled using a technique called three-point annotation: For every
synapse, single nodes are placed firmly inside the pre- and postsynaptic structures
and on the synaptic interface between the two. For our purposes, it will be important
to detect and remove these three-point annotations before we proceed to any further
post-processing steps of the skeletons, since a naïve agglomeration of all segments
touched by the skeletons would otherwise result in false training data wherever a
synapse is present.

13
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3.1.2 Skeleton post-processing

After an initial manual inspection of the tracings for general tracing quality (e.g. node
placement frequency and skeleton completeness, i.e. no missed branches) and for other
peculiarities (e.g. three-point annotations or nodes placed for meta information, such
as dataset alignment issues or debris) we automatically identified and removed three
trees that were located to a large part outside of the segmentation bounding box and
therefore couldn’t be used for the following steps. We also removed the dendrite. This
leaves us with a total of 88 trees for the rest of this project.

Node placement noise

The initial inspection revealed an issue that we term node placement noise, i.e. noisy
placement of skeleton nodes which occasionally resulted in nodes being placed on
or very close to cell membranes or even into other neural or glial processes. Our
main goal of this project is to model the structure of neural processes and to make
continuation predictions that should avoid merge errors at any cost, i.e. errors that
lead to continuation into a wrong process. Therefore errors of this kind in the training
dataset should be kept at a minimum.

(a) Spheres in 2D
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Fig. 3.3 Illustration of the sphere growing process (left) and placement noise statistics
(right). Left: Spheres of di�erent radii (in black) around a skeleton node (in violet)
shown on a 2D 0.25◊0.25 µm2 slice of the raw data with overlaid segmentation (colored
tiles). Right: Number of touched segments for di�erent sphere radii shown for four
randomly selected nodes of the Iris axons dataset.

We developed a simple heuristic to detect and remove erroneously placed nodes.
First, we grow a sphere around every single node with radius r œ {1, . . . , 5} voxels
(Figure 3.3a). Then, for each integer valued radius, we count the number of segments
that are touched by the respective sphere (Figure 3.3b). By defining a joint threshold
(◊

r

, ◊

n

) on a maximally allowed number of touched segments ◊

n

for a given radial
threshold ◊

r

, we can exclude nodes with certain characteristics. A threshold of (2, 1),
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for example, would exclude both the nodes described by the red and cyan curves in
Figure 3.3b.

Fig. 3.4 3D rendering of the collected segments of part of an axon. An erroneously
added segment (in red, half-transparent) was automatically detected and removed.
Note the gaps between some segments, where parts of the axon were missed by the
annotator.

Finding an ideal threshold would typically require access to a ground truth set
of axons against which the accuracy of the procedure could be compared. Since
the generation of such a dataset is expensive, we instead chose a simpler, heuristic
optimization procedure which can be described as follows: We randomly sample a subset
(e.g. N = 10) of the axons from the dataset and manually check the 3D rendering of the
collected segments (Figure 3.4) for merge errors. We then mark segments automatically
for deletion using the (◊

r

, ◊

n

) threshold from above. We start with ◊

r

= 1 and ◊

n

= 1
and increase the radial threshold until all erroneously added segments are removed. By
subsequently increasing ◊

n

in steps, we can recover some of the segments that have been
erroneously marked for deletion. We increase ◊

n

while keeping ◊

r

= 1 fixed until the
first previously deleted merger segment is no longer marked for deletion and then pick
the previous value of ◊

n

as the final threshold. Thereby, we mark all of the merge-error
segments that have been accumulated due to node placement noise for deletion while
keeping as many of the true axonal segments as possible.

We should note that segmentation mergers, i.e. single segments that span multiple
processes, typically cannot be excluded in that way and should be kept out of the
procedure. For the Iris axons dataset, we found that the threshold (◊

r

= 2, ◊

n

= 1)
produced desirable results. We should point out that the choice of this threshold is
highly dependent on dataset and annotation style and should therefore be re-evaluated
for new datasets.

Agglomeration graph

Here, we briefly describe the procedure of matching a skeleton to the segmentation
objects of the segmentation graph. For every skeleton node with coordinates (x, y, z),
we find and store the respective segment ID at this location in the dataset. Note that
the segmentation is constructed in such a way that there will always be a border of at
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least one voxel between two adjacent segments. These are assigned the ID 0. When a
node is placed on a border voxel, we remove it from the further analysis. In this way
we collect a number of unique segment IDs from which the constrained segmentation
graph of the skeleton can now be calculated. In this graph—which we will refer to as
agglomeration graph—the nodes now represent segment IDs and edges are assigned
based on connectivity of the segments. We assign an edge if and only if two segments
share a border.

Globalization and segment ID mapping

At this point, let us note one peculiarity about segment ID conventions in the dataset.
The segmentation is initially constructed only for local cubes of size 1024◊1024◊512 (all
units in voxels). The total sub-volume of the dataset for which segmentation information
is available is parcellated into 15 ◊ 9 ◊ 12 of these cubes with overlapping regions,
since every local cube shares its outer padding with the neighboring cubes for technical
reasons. The padding-free volume of a cube measures 512 ◊ 512 ◊ 256. Excluding the
outer padding, segmentation information is therefore available for a total region of size
86.3◊51.8◊86.0 µm3 with an anisotropic voxel size of 11.24◊11.24◊28 nm3. Segment
IDs were initially defined only for local cubes. The current globalization procedure of
these IDs reduces cubes to their padding-free volume and then, while iterating through
all cubes, simply adds an o�set (the maximum ID of the previous cube) to the ID of
every segment in the current cube.

(a) Unique IDs (b) Re-mapped IDs

Fig. 3.5 Segment ID re-mapping at cube borders. Left: Original segment enumeration
convention. Here, unique segment IDs are given to parts of segments that are located in
di�erent local cubes (distinguishable by color). Right: Segment ID re-mapping applied.
Segments share the same ID across cube borders.

Segments that span multiple cubes are therefore assigned multiple IDs—one for each
part that touches one of the inner volumes of a local cube (see Figure 3.5). To avoid
ambiguities that might arise due to this redundancy, we here decided to collect all these
IDs of a single segment and map them to a single ID. What we gain is the following:
We can calculate features for the whole segment, even if it extends into a neighboring
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cube. That is, if it does not extend beyond the padding of a local cube. In this rare
case, artifacts in the feature calculation might arise. We shall later see, however, that
this is not the limiting factor for our model performance and can therefore be tolerated.

Gap completion

An important issue that arises when matching the skeleton tracings to the segmentation
of the dataset becomes apparent in Figure 3.4. The naïve collection of all segments
touched by a skeleton node typically results in a disconnected segmentation graph that
has gaps. These gaps generally arise due to an inter-node distance in the skeletons
that is larger than the smallest segment size in the dataset. This suggests that simple
interpolation along edges between skeleton nodes would solve the problem. Simple
interpolation could, however, introduce additional merge errors in curved structures.

Instead, we therefore post-process the segmentation graph as follows. First, we
identify gaps using pairwise matching of loose ends in the graph. Then, we try to close
the gaps using a heuristic rule that favors likely paths given the GP edge probabilities
(see Section 2.1.2) while avoiding pathological configurations, such as paths that take a
shortcut through a di�erent process, e.g. a dendrite.

Let us first focus on gap identification. Given the fragmented segmentation graph
of an axon (see Figure 3.6), we start by detecting all connected components in the
graph. Then, for each connected component we calculate the euclidean distance from
every node in this component to every node in every other component. For each pair
of connected components we then identify the pair of nodes with minimum distance.
We discard pairs that are more than ◊

d

= 2.5 µm apart, since we observed that the gap
completion typically failed for gaps larger than ◊

d

. This leaves us with a set of node
pairs that will serve as the start and end point, respectively, for the automated gap
completion.

Now, every edge e is assigned a probability score p

e

œ [0, 1], where p

e

can be
interpreted as the confidence of the GP classifier that two segments are connected, i.e.
belong to the same neural process. Analogously, 1 ≠ p

e

describes the confidence of the
classifier that the two corresponding segments belong to di�erent neural processes each.

In a probabilistic framework, the most likely continuation between two nodes is
therefore given by the shortest path where each edge e is assigned a weight

w(e) = ≠ log(p
e

) , (3.1)

i.e. the negative log-likelihood of the edge. Since w(e) > 0 for all edges, we can use
Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959) to find the most likely path in practice.
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Fig. 3.6 Example of a segmentation graph skeleton where most of the gaps were
automatically completed. Segmentation graph skeletons are obtained by matching
traced skeletons to the segmentation of the dataset where nodes are plotted in the
center of mass of segments and connected only if the two segments share an interface.
The original skeleton is shown in blue, whereas gap auto-completions are shown in
orange.

We selected a random subset of the 88 Iris axons and visualized the candidate gap
completion paths as in Figure 3.6. In this way, correct completions could readily be
verified. False completions could be identified by their shape and cross-checked within
the webKnossos tool in uncertain cases.

An initial investigation revealed that a substantial fraction of the gap completions
were not following the correct neural process and instead followed shortcuts through
nearby dendrites or other structures. This e�ect can be understood in terms of the
class distribution of the edge classifier probabilities, which has outliers both in the
low-probability and high-probability regime. Outliers with p

e

¥ 0 (false negatives)
are edges within a single neural process that tend to get classified as a negative edge,
mostly due to local noise in the dataset or organelles that look like cell membranes to
the classifier. On the other hand, outliers with p

e

¥ 1 (false positives) are typically
assigned to edges where segmentation mergers are present. Here, the path search often
chooses to follow such an edge instead of the correct continuation inside the actual
process. Especially the false negative outliers are di�cult to exclude, since the cost
assigned to such an edge is in principle unbounded due to the logarithm. Therefore
simple thresholding of the total path cost, i.e. excluding paths that are too expensive,
does generally not produce favorable results.

We approached this problem with a heuristic as follows. Instead of using negative
log-likelihood weights, we replaced the edge weights with

w(e) = (1 ≠ p

e

) + w

0

, (3.2)

where we further introduced a weight o�set w

0

> 0. The cost per edge is now bounded
by w

0

and w

0

+ 1, respectively. This allows us to find an upper threshold of the total
path cost ◊

c

that excludes paths that take unwanted detours through other processes.
We manually tuned the parameters and found that w

0

= 0.45 and ◊

c

= 3 produced
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the best results. Additionally, we introduced a threshold for the maximum mean cost
per edge in a path ◊

m

. With ◊

m

= 0.95 we were able to exclude all erroneous gap
completions in the Iris axons dataset. For new datasets, these parameters will most
likely have to be re-evaluated. Figure 3.7 shows the fraction of successfully closed gaps
for di�erent gap sizes.
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Fig. 3.7 Histogram of successfully closed gaps vs. total number of gaps for di�erent gap
sizes. Gaps larger than 2.5 µm were excluded from the analysis.

3.2 Constrained path sampling

Having completed the steps described in the last section, this now leaves us with a
dataset of 88 human-traced axons that are matched to the segmentation graph and
further post-processed to remove erroneously placed nodes and to automatically fill in
gaps. The skeletons that were matched to the segmentation graph are now in general
represented by a complex graph structure with edges that represent the connectivity of
segments, i.e. whether two segments share a common interface or not. This can result
in situations where cycles are present in this subgraph (the total graph being the overall
segmentation graph of the dataset). Predictive modeling of the complete, potentially
cyclic graph using deep learning models is still a topic of ongoing research (Duvenaud
et al., 2015; Hena� et al., 2015) and generally does not scale well to large amounts
of data that we are dealing with in our case. An alternative method is presented by
Baldi and Pollastri (2003) that uses a variant of an RNN that operates directly on
a directed acyclic graph. This would, in our case, require the transformation of our
present cyclic graph structure to an acyclic structure. This could be done by finding the
minimal spanning tree of our subgraph which is by definition acyclic. This conversion
step, however, could introduce unwanted artifacts by discarding information that could
otherwise be useful for the predictive modeling.
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We instead follow a di�erent approach here that allows the direct application
of state-of-the-art sequence learning models, such as RNNs, while also allowing the
direct comparison to models that operate on static data, such as RFs. Instead of
considering the whole graph structure, we randomly sample paths—including several
domain-specific constraints—that carry what we think to be useful information for the
predictive modeling. We resort to sampling methods since an exhaustive path search
would be computationally intractable for highly over-segmented areas such as axonal
boutons.

Let us first briefly recall the goal we wish to address by modeling the graph structure.
Given a subgraph that describes part of a neural process (e.g. an axon), we would like
to make a prediction on where the neural process will continue. For every node in the
subgraph, we can restrict the decision to edges with neighboring segments that are not
currently part of the graph. The goal is then, given such a candidate edge, to read
the most important parts of the subgraph up to this edge that are relevant to make a
decision whether the new edge should be added to the agglomerate or not.

(a) Zig-zag path in a bouton

1

2

3

(b) Three constrained random walks

Fig. 3.8 Examples of random walks inside a heavily over-segmented axonal bouton.
Left: Pathological zig-zag path that can occur in unconstrained path sampling. Right:
By introducing a suitable constraint, random walks will follow paths that a human
annotator would typically follow during skeleton tracing.

3.2.1 Constrained path sampling algorithm

Our simplified approach can then be described as follows. Instead of considering the
whole graph or an approximation thereof (e.g. minimal spanning tree graph), we only
consider simple paths originating in the decision edge and traveling along the graph
until a certain criterion is reached. By putting constraints on this path sampling
procedure, we can limit the vast search space of available paths. Furthermore, the
constraint leaves us with paths that mimic the skeletonization procedure that a human
annotator would follow. That is, paths that follow relatively straight through a process,
without collecting every single segment in an over-segmented region (Figure 3.8) in
a zig-zag path. For axons, this is especially important for structures called axonal
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Fig. 3.9 Left: Self-avoiding random walk (SARW) on a lattice. The walk terminates
successfully after no more candidate nodes are available. Middle: Unsuccessful second-
order SARW. The walk is discarded, because a node was chosen that shares connections
to previously visited nodes (violation of second-order self-avoidance criterion). Right:
Successful second-order SARW. Although shown here on a regular two-dimensional
grid, the concept of self-avoiding walks can directly be applied to arbitrary undirected
graphs.

boutons (bulges in an axon that constitute presynaptic regions), as these are typically
highly over-segmented.

For the path sampling procedure, we follow the well-studied framework of a self-
avoiding random walk (SARW) (Madras and Slade, 1996). We extend this framework
with a second-order self-avoidance criterion, so that paths are not only restricted to
visit nodes only that were not visited before, but to also avoid nodes that are neighbors
to previously visited nodes (Figure 3.9). We term the resulting algorithm second-order
self-avoiding random walk; see Algorithm 3.1. Note that we are encoding nodes n in
form of a 1-of-K vector of length K, where K is the total number of nodes. If, for
example, our graph has a total number of K = 5 nodes, then the third node in the
graph will be represented as n = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0)T. This allows for simplified equations
and more e�cient implementations when dealing with random walks in practice. In
analogy, we represent a self-avoiding walk of length N in the form of a N -of-K vector.
Note that this notation cannot be applied to simple paths, where each node is visited
only once. We can keep track of the order of the visited nodes by representing a walk
of length N = 3, for example, by the vector w = (0, 2, 1, 0, 3)T for the walk w = n

3

n

2

n

5

in canonical notation.
An interesting question that arises in connection with Algorithm 3.1 is whether,

given two nodes in a connected component of a graph, it is possible to find a path
between the pair that does not violate the second-order self-avoidance criterion.

Definition 3.1 (Second-order self-avoidance criterion). Let P be a path in an undirected
finite graph G(V, E). Further let V

P

µ V be the set of vertices that constitute P and
E

P

µ E be the subset of edges that contain at least one node of V

P

. P is said to
fulfill the second-order self-avoidance criterion if and only if both the source (first)
node s œ V

P

and the target (last) node t œ V

P

of P are of degree 1 in the subgraph
K(V

P

, E

P

) µ G(V, E) and every other node v œ V

P

of P is of degree 2 in K.
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Algorithm 3.1: Second-order self-avoiding random walk on an undirected graph.
Stopping criterion is reached if either no more new neighbors are available or if
one of the new neighbors has already been visited by the walk.

Data: Adjacency matrix A (binary, no self-loops), source node s (1-of-K coding).
Result: Walk w of length N (N-of-K coding).

1 init i Ω 1;
2 init walk w Ω s;
3 init current node c Ω s;
4 repeat
5 get neighbors n Ω Ac;
6 if nTn > 0 · wTn = 0 then
7 select single non-zero entry of n uniformly at random and set all other

entries to zero: n
next

;
8 update current node: c Ω n

next

;
9 add node to walk: w Ω w + ic;

10 i Ω i + 1;
11 else
12 stop;
13 end
14 until stopping criterion reached;

Theorem 3.1. Let C(V, E) be a connected component of an undirected finite graph G,
then there exists a path from every node u œ V to every other node v œ V that satisfies
the second-order self-avoidance criterion.

Proof. We proof the theorem by showing that every path that does not fulfill the
second-order self-avoidance criterion can—in a finite number of steps—be reduced to a
path that satisfies the criterion, while keeping the source vertex s œ V

P

and the target
vertex t œ V

P

unchanged. P , V

P

, E

P

and K are defined as in Definition 3.1. Let us
further define d

0

(s) = 1, d

0

(t) = 1 and d

0

(n) = 2 for every other node n in P . We
do not put any further constraints on the path P so that one of the following two
statements is true:

1. For all nodes v œ V

P

: deg(v) = d

0

(v) in K ≈∆ P satisfies the second-order
self-avoidance criterion.

2. For at least two nodes v œ V

P

: deg(v) > d

0

(v) in K ≈∆ P does not satisfy the
second-order self-avoidance criterion.

Due to symmetry, when one node v œ V

P

has deg(v) > d

0

(v), then there is always a
second node in V

P

with the same property that is not the direct neighbor of v in P . For
case 2, we can therefore always identify a pair of nodes v

1

, v

2

with deg(v
1/2

) > d

0

(v
1/2

)
that are not direct neighbors in P . Without loss of generality, we can declare a direction
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Fig. 3.10 Histogram of path lengths for sampled paths using the second-order self-
avoidance criterion and a maximum path length of 12 nodes. Paths shorter than 5
nodes were discarded as well. The y-axis is shown in logarithmic scale.

for P and write P = s...v

1

...v

2

...t (or P = v

1

...v

2

...t if v

1

is either source or target
node). Then, by removing all intermediate nodes between v

1

and v

2

from P and V

P

, i.e.
P = s...v

1

v

2

...t (or P = v

1

v

2

...t), the degree of both nodes will be decreased by at least
1. Now either case 1 will be true and we are finished, or case 2 will be true and we can
again identify a pair of nodes and repeat the process. As for every iteration the node
degree of both nodes is decreased by at least 1 and the degree of every node is finite,
the procedure will finish in a finite number of steps after which case 1 will be true.

It is important to note that the implementation of our second-order self-avoidance
criterion as in Algorithm 3.1 involves discarding paths that end up violating the
criterion. Therefore only paths are kept that either reach a maximum path length or
that terminate early on, when no more neighbors are available while the second-order
self-avoidance criterion still remains fulfilled. This explains the distribution of path
lengths of successfully sampled paths in Figure 3.10.

The choice of discarding paths that do not meet the criterion will introduce a
further bias. Specifically, paths that traverse a cycle-free part of the graph will be
overrepresented. This can be understood as follows: In a cycle-free part of the graph, the
second-order self-avoidance criterion will always be met. These paths will therefore only
be discarded if they don’t meet a minimum-length criterion, which we shall introduce
later. Walks that traverse a cyclic part of the graph will, however, always have a
non-zero probability of violating the criterion. Given only a limited number of samples,
we will therefore always bias the successful walks towards cycle-free parts of the graph
(if there are any) or, in an equivalent picture, towards walks along nodes of with low a
degree.
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3.2.2 Path sampling procedure

Having described the path sampling algorithm, we will continue by discussing the design
and parameter choices we made for the application of the path sampling procedure in
practice.

For reasons of computational complexity, we limit the maximum length of paths
to l

max

. The random walk is stopped when l

max

is reached. We chose l

max

= 12 for
an initial experiment, which turned out to work well in practice. The overall path
sampling procedure for a maximum of 10 paths per node in all of the 88 axons took
approximately 20 minutes on a single CPU. With no further assumptions for the graph
structure, the number of possible paths scales—in the worst case—exponentially with
the path length. We don’t expect to gain substantial additional information from
longer paths, as the initial segments of a path will most likely be redundant and
over-represented. As the average probability of failure per node of the path sampling
procedure is independent of the path length and larger than zero for cyclic paths, the
probability of successfully sampling a path that meets the second-order self-avoidance
criterion decreases exponentially with path length. Therefore, a length limit where the
sampling procedure can still be completed in several minutes wall-clock time seemed
reasonable.

In practice, we repeat the path sampling procedure for each node until either a
minimum number of paths N

min

is sampled or a pre-defined number of failed iterations
N

fail

max

is reached. For all further experiments, we set N

min

= 10 and N

fail

max

= 100.

3.3 Path augmentation and label generation

Having the set of sampled paths, we introduce a simple augmentation as follows. Every
path is first copied and then the copy is added to the set of paths with nodes in reversed
order, i.e. the source node is made the new target node and so forth. In the next step,
we remove all duplicate paths from the set. Figure 3.10 shows the fraction of paths
that are left after the removal of duplicates.

We generate a class-labelled data set as follows. In a pruning step, we identify and
remove the target node of every path (see Figure 3.11a). We then create copies of this
pruned path and add one edge per path to all neighboring segments of the new target
node, as shown in Figure 3.11b. We call this additional edge the decision edge. For
each path, we assign label 1 (positive) if the decision edge connects two segments of the
same process and label 0 (negative) otherwise. We should note that the second-order
self-avoidance criterion is not considered for this step.

With the introduction of the pruning step, we avoid border e�ects in the training
set, e.g. where gaps are still present. Label information is in general not available for
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(a) Original path
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(b) New paths with labels

Fig. 3.11 Label generation procedure. Left: Original path with node labels in ascending
order and with the source node labelled as 1. In the pruning step, the edge 4-5 (in red)
is removed and node 4 is made the new target node. Right: New paths are generated
by copying the pruned path N ≠ 1 times, where N is the number of neighbors of the
new target node. Then, for each path an edge (dashed lines) is added to one of the
neighbor nodes and the path is labelled 0 or 1 according to whether an edge belongs to
the process or not.

decision edges at open gaps or borders of the dataset. We should note that for the
application of the trained agglomeration model in practice the pruning step will not be
necessary.

Split Number of paths Mean length Label ratio (pos : neg)
Training set 582,127 11.8 1 : 17.6
Validation set 30,988 11.9 1 : 17.7
Test set 63,108 10.9 1 : 23.7

Table 3.1 Summary statistics of training, validation and test set data derived from the
Iris axons dataset. Mean length reflects the average number of nodes per path. Splits
were chosen at random to roughly reflect a 85 : 5 : 10 ratio in number of paths. The test
set seems to have a particularly challenging label ratio.

During all steps we keep track of the axon ID from which every path was sampled.
We use this information to split the dataset into three non-overlapping parts, namely a
training, a validation and a test set. We group paths by axon ID, randomly shu�e the
group order and count the number of paths per group. We then split the dataset in
three parts such that every split contains a certain number of groups, to arrive at a
specific number of paths in each split. We chose a 85 : 5 : 10 (training : validation : test)
ratio of the path number to generate the splits. So that, e.g. , the test set contains
roughly 10% of the total number of paths and is completely disjunct from the other two
sets, i.e. there are no overlapping edges between the sets. A summary of the respective
splits is given in Table 3.1.
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3.4 Feature calculation

This section describes the methods we used to calculate features for both single segments
and pairs of segments to arrive at a feature description of the paths sampled in the
previous step of the pipeline. Edge features are calculated on a segment-to-segment
basis and describe the relation of a pair of segments for a given directionality, e.g.
relative location of segment A with respect to segment B (see Figure 3.12). Node
features are calculated on the basis of a single segment alone.

We limit our feature calculation to segmentation data, i.e. features are calculated
only on the basis of shape, location and orientation of supervoxels (segments) in the
segmentation. We omit any features derived from the underlying raw 3D-EM data
in this approach. Texture information of this kind is typically extensively used by
interface classifiers, as, e.g. , in (Berning and Helmstaedter, 2016) (see Section 2.1.2).
We therefore only expect marginal gain from including these types of features into our
approach and will refrain from doing so here.

We should note that prior to calculating the features, we have applied the global
segment ID mapping as described in Section 3.1.2. Segment features calculated in
this way will however occasionally still su�er from border artifacts. These artifacts
arise when a single segment spans a larger volume than what is covered by the local
cube (including its padding) in which it is calculated. Axonal segments, however, are
typically constrained to smaller length scales and are not to be expected to extent
beyond these borders. But even for larger segments we expect the additional noise in
the feature set from this type of artifact to be negligible.

3.4.1 Edge-based features

Fig. 3.12 Edge-based features are calculated for pairs of segments—illustrated here
as yellow and green—given in a specified order. The red arrow denotes the relative
position of the green segment with respect to the yellow segment.

We describe every edge in our path dataset (see Table 3.1) with a feature vector that
is calculated on the basis of the pair of segments described by the respective edge. For
reasons of e�ciency, we calculate this feature vector for every edge in the segmentation
graph, of which there are approximately 71.9 ◊ 106 in total for the segmentation used
here. A considerable amount of computational resources has to be devoted to this
feature extraction task. Here, the feature calculation occupied a CPU cluster with
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Feature name Description d
borderSurfaceArea* Area of interface between two segments 1
di�erenceObjSize** Volume di�erence 1
distanceCentroids* Centroid distance 1
di�erenceDirection Di�erence of major axis directions 3
relativePosition Displacement vector (di�erence of centroid vectors) 3
di�erencePcFracs Di�erence of normalized covariance matrix eigenvalues 3

Table 3.2 List of edge-based features, i.e. features describing the relation of a pair of
segments. Features include relative direction, position and distance of objects. Features
marked with (*) were logarithmized using x æ log(1 + x); (**) indicates the following
transformation: x æ sgn(x) log(1 + x), where sgn(x) is the signum function.

over 200 nodes for several days. We expect, however, that a substantial fraction of the
feature calculation routine can still be optimized to reduce computational load, making
the method feasible for larger datasets.

Some of the edge features used here are direction-sensitive, i.e. sensitive to the order
in which the segments are presented. We calculate the features for the directionality
implied by the order of the edge list, by which the segmentation graph is defined. Edge
features are then later mapped onto paths of arbitrary direction by keeping track of
direction-based features and by inverting them where necessary. With the exception
of the feature borderSurfaceArea, all edge features either describe shape di�erences,
relative orientation or relative position of segments. A complete list of the edge features
used here is given in Table 3.2. We should emphasize that, of this set, only the feature
borderSurfaceArea is currently captured by the GP-based interface classifier (Berning
and Helmstaedter, 2016) that we are comparing our model against.

The choice of features was motivated by the intuition that orientation and relative
position of a sequence of segments form powerful predictors for potential path continu-
ations. Later in this thesis, we will use a mechanism for feature importance ranking to
show that this intuition is indeed correct.

3.4.2 Node-based shape features

In addition to edge-based features, we derive a set of features for every path node
from their respective segments. We make use of a library of shape descriptors that
has been put together for the purpose of glia cell detection2 in our lab. We select and
post-process a subset of these features (see Table 3.3) that we expect to capture the

2Segment shape features for segmentation CNN 20141007T0949048,3 provided by Motta (2016)
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most important shape characteristics for our task. Shape features are based either
on the isosurface, the convex hull (see Figure 3.13) or the mask of a segment. The
segment mask is a three-dimensional binary matrix with non-zero entries only for voxels
that constitute the shape of the respective segment. Again, this task is very resource
intensive as there are approximately 10 ◊ 106 segments in the dataset used here.

Feature name Description d
convFeatPacking 1 - (segment mask volume / convex hull volume) 1
convHullArea* Area of convex hull 1
convHullCompactness* (Convex hull area)3 / (convex hull volume)2 1
convHullInertiaMat* Upper triangular part of convex hull inertia tensor 6
convHullVolume* Convex hull volume 1
convHullVolumeToArea* Convex hull volume / convex hull area 1
crumpliness Segment mask area / convex hull area 1
isoSurfArea* Isosurface area 1
isoSurfCompactness* (Isosurface area)3 / (isosurface volume)2 1
isoSurfVolume* Isosurface volume 1
isoSurfVolumeToArea* Isosurface volume / isosurface area 1
maskPcaCoefs Normalized direction of major axis 3
maskPcaVariance* Eigenvalues of segment mask covariance matrix 3
maskVolume* Segment mask volume 1
pcaVarFracs Normalized eigenvalues of segment mask cov. matrix 3
pcaVarMax* Largest eigenvalue of segment mask cov. matrix 1
pcaVarRatios Segment mask cov. matrix eigenvalue ratios 3

Table 3.3 List of segment-based shape features, based on work by Motta (2016) (see text
for more details). Features marked with (*) were logarithmized using x æ log(1 + x).

We combine edge and node features into a single feature sequence of length N ≠ 1
for each path, where N is the path length in number of nodes/segments. We decide to
drop the feature vector of the source node of each path to make this representation
possible. The source node is the farthest away from the decision edge and is therefore
expected to carry the least amount of information for an agglomeration decision. Since
we calculated both edge and node features for the full dataset, this feature mapping
can be readily applied to new paths on the fly and is not limited to the pre-sampled
paths described above.

3.4.3 Feature histograms and optimization of distributions

As indicated in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, several features with very broad and long-
tailed distributions were logarithmized. This step is motivated by the structure of the
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Fig. 3.13 3D rendering of the isosurface (red) of an axonal segment enclosed by its
convex hull (grey). The axis labels depict voxel number in each dimension.

activation functions used in the RNN for training and prediction. Here, we typically
use the hyperbolic tangent tanh(x) as an activation function which is most sensitive to
inputs in the interval x œ [≠2, 2]. It is therefore considered good practice to normalize
the input distributions, so that the vast majority of values lies within this interval.

We use the following normalization procedure. For each feature, we calculate the
10th and 90th percentile of their distribution. We summarize these values in vectors
x

10

and x
90

, respectively. The normalization of a single data vector x is then defined
as follows:

x̃ = diag≠1

3x
90

≠ x
10

2

4
· (x ≠ x

10

) ≠ 1 , (3.3)

where x̃ is the normalized data vector and diag≠1(a) the inverse of a diagonal matrix
with the elements of a along its diagonal. The expression diag≠1(a) ·b then corresponds
to the element-wise division of b by a. The 10th and the 90th percentile are thus mapped
to ≠1 and 1, respectively, whereas the width of the overall normalized distribution in
principle remains unbounded. Figure 3.14 shows the normalized distributions for edge
features of the decision edge only for both negative and positive examples.

We should note that the percentiles for the normalization were computed from the
feature vectors of the training data alone. These values then remain fixed and are later
used to normalize all further feature vectors, e.g. from the validation or the test set.
Re-calculation of these percentiles for the validation or the test set could lead to poor
generalization performance.
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Fig. 3.14 Histograms of normalized edge features for both positive and negative decision
edges from the training set. There is no evident class separation based on single features
alone. Due to the anisotropic voxel size in the dataset, the third feature dimension, e.g.
di�erenceDirection(3), shows di�erent characteristics than feature dimensions in the
imaging plane (first two dimensions).
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3.5 Model evaluation

In this section, we introduce and discuss the following two approaches for model
evaluation on the segmentation graph, namely:

1. Transform model prediction back to a skeleton representation and compare to
ground truth skeleton, or

2. transform ground truth skeleton to segmentation graph representation and com-
pare to model prediction directly on segmentation graph.

3.5.1 Skeleton-based evaluation

Let us first discuss approach 1. The prediction of our agglomeration model comes in
the form of a decision edge that is classified as a correct or as a false continuation of a
path within an agglomerate of segments. This path, including the decision edge, can
be transformed back into a skeleton representation by placing skeleton nodes in the
center of mass of segments and by connecting the skeleton nodes in accordance with
the path edges.

A method to compare and quantify the similarity of skeletons was introduced by
Helmstaedter et al. (2011) in the form of the redundant-skeleton consensus procedure
(RESCOP). The situation we encounter in our case, however, di�ers from the situation
described in the paper as follows. We aim to compare a candidate skeleton fragment (the
model prediction) to a ground truth skeleton, whereas RESCOP was developed to form
a consensus skeleton from multiple equally relevant redundant tracings. Nonetheless,
RESCOP introduces a voting scheme as part of the consensus procedure that can be
adapted to our case.

The voting scheme, in short, distributes positive and negative votes for skeleton
edges based on the vicinity of nodes from other skeletons. A detailed description of
the algorithm is given in the paper (Helmstaedter et al., 2011). We can use this voting
procedure solely on the candidate skeleton and distribute votes according to the vicinity
of nodes of the ground truth skeleton. Let us define S

c

to be the candidate skeleton
and S

g

to be the ground truth skeleton. Then, T

–ij

is the number of positive votes for
the edge from node i to node j in skeleton S

–

. In contrast to the original RESCOP
method, we do not count self-votes. Positively voted edges in the candidate skeleton
(i.e. where T

cij

> 0) will then count as true positive edges. False positives are edges
with T

cij

= 0 and false negatives are edges in the ground truth skeleton with T

gij

= 0.
While this framework in principle allows to calculate model scores such as precision

at a specific recall value, we found that it is di�cult to optimize the hyperparameters
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involved in the RESCOP voting procedure. The voting scheme is sensitive to inter-
node distance variabilities that arise due to significant variations in size and shape of
segments. Depending on the choice of hyperparameters, a RESCOP-based approach
will either be insensitive to merge errors of small segments very close to the original
process, or it will be sensitive to classifying the lateral extension of boutons as a merge
error. Furthermore, the computational load of the voting procedure makes it infeasible
to use a RESCOP-based score as an error function under which we optimize our models
(e.g. via gradient descent), as it would require the evaluation of the score for every
single optimization step.

3.5.2 Segmentation graph-based evaluation

Let us now discuss approach 2. Here, we transform ground truth skeletons to a
representation on the segmentation graph. Limitations and problems that arise in this
conversion step were addressed in Section 3.1.2. On the basis of the segmentation graph
representation, true positive edges can then be defined as positive candidate edges that
connect two segments in the ground truth set. With false positives being candidate
edges classified as positive that connect two segments that are not both part of the
same process in the ground truth set and false negatives being edges that connect
two segments of the same process but are classified as negative. This evaluation is
computationally e�cient and can be used as basis for an error function under which we
optimize our model.

Artifacts introduced in the conversion step from skeletons to segmentation graph
objects can be divided into systematic and random errors. Node placement noise and
skeleton gaps (see Section 3.1.2) are a source of random errors in the conversion, as
segment sizes and shapes undergo statistical variation. A bias (or systematic error) is
introduced, as the tracing task (follow the main line of a process) and the testing task
(agglomerate all segments of a process) di�er systematically. In the following sections,
we will discuss how this bias can be alleviated by using a special tracing mode to create
the test set skeletons. This makes approach 2 favorable for model evaluation.

At this point we should note that typically multiple paths in the test set converge
onto a single decision edge. Our sequence classifier model will predict a score for every
single one of these paths. For the evaluation of the model predictions we therefore
first have to combine the predictions in some meaningful way. We found that simple
averaging of scores worked better than only keeping the minimum or maximum score
for a single decision edge.
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3.5.3 Error types and performance metrics

Two error types arise on the segmentation graph, namely split and merge errors. In
our terminology here, split errors correspond to false negative and merge errors to false
positive edges. Merge errors are typically much harder to resolve than split errors,
which is why the former should be avoided at any cost. We use a precision/recall (p/r)
metric with precision and recall defined as:

precision = TP
TP + FP and recall = TP

TP + FN , (3.4)

where TP is the total number of true positive edges. FP and FN are defined as the
total number of false positive edges and false negative edges, respectively. In terms of
the p/r metric, we should therefore aim for high precision (i.e. low incidence of merge
errors) at the expense of low recall (i.e. high incidence of split errors).

Typically, a low number of merge errors per axon can be tolerated, as these can
later be resolved when a densely labelled dataset is available. The reasoning here is the
following: Once every single process is labelled (as axonal, dendritical, glial, somatic
or vascular), ambiguities that arise when two processes are merged can be resolved.
Merge errors among di�erent types of processes, e.g. axon-dendrite or axon-glia, can
readily be identified. Axon-axon merge errors can be resolved combinatorically to some
extent. A single merge error between two axonal processes is easily identified, as it
di�ers from axonal branching behavior.

Choosing a meaningful performance metric is still topic of ongoing discussion in the
field of connectomics. We here suggest to evaluate models based on the maximum recall
value at precision = 0.98. This choice can be motivated as follows. For the GP interface
classifier, we found that for a probability threshold lower than p

◊

= 0.95 (i.e. classifying
every edge as positive if p Ø p

◊

), the rate of merge errors results in percolation: The
formation of a super-cluster that spans the whole dataset. This threshold p

◊

corresponds
to a precision of 98%, which is the minimum precision that we can therefore safely
tolerate. The recall value is then a strong indicator for the reconstructed path length,
which is the intuitive score that one typically aims to optimize.

We should note that we are using a di�erent metric to derive the error signal required
to train our model, namely the cross-entropy metric. We will discuss this choice in more
detail in Section 3.7.1. There is no direct correspondence between the cross-entropy
metric and the p/r metric, i.e. a model can both have a lower cross-entropy error and a
lower recall (at a given precision) than another model. We found, however, that in most
cases the cross-entropy error is a good indicator for the performance under p/r-based
metrics.
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3.5.4 Label noise

Due to the process in which we obtained our training data, labels for decision edges
can be quite unreliable, as discussed, e.g. , in Section 3.5.2. In order to understand
the implications of training and testing a model with label noise, we here provide a
framework to quantify di�erent types of noise and to calculate an upper bound on the
precision/recall metric for the presence of noisy labels.

Let us first introduce a ground truth dataset GT with labels “+” for positive
examples and “≠” for negative examples. We further introduce a corrupted ground
truth dataset CT with label noise: Some labels in CT are flipped compared to the correct
labels in GT. Let us assume that the event of flipping a label is class-conditional and
independent with probabilities fl

+

:= p(≠
CT

|+
GT

) for positive and fl≠ := p(+
CT

|≠
GT

)
for negative labels in GT, with fl

+

+ fl≠ < 1. We split both datasets into training set
GT

train

(CT
train

) and test set GT
test

(CT
test

).
In the scenario we encounter in this thesis, we only have access to CT, i.e. a noisy

version of the ground truth, as an actual ground truth dataset GT is very expensive
and labor-intensive to obtain. We now hypothetically train a classifier on CT

train

that
makes predictions +

P

and ≠
P

. By evaluating predictions on the CT
test

set, we can
derive an upper bound for the precision/recall metric that we can expect to achieve
under a noisy test set. This will motivate, whether it is worth investing in obtaining a
small noise-free ground truth test set or not.

Let us assume that our classifier is well-regularized and is able to discover the un-
derlying true structure of the data even though noise is present in the labels (Natarajan
et al., 2013; Scott et al., 2013). In this case, the predictions on the test set will satisfy

p(+
P

|+
CTtrain) < 1 and p(≠

P

|≠
CTtrain) < 1 , (3.5)

i.e. the classifier will choose to deliberately mistrust labels that appear to be flipped
due to label noise. As the classifier learns the underlying distribution, its performance
on a noise-free GT test set will be optimal, i.e.

p(+
P

|+
GTtest) = 1 and p(≠

P

|≠
GTtest) = 1 , (3.6)

even though the classifier was trained on a corrupted training set. The interesting case,
however, arises when considering the maximum performance on a CT test set with
label noise. We will omit the test subscript in the following and further use +̃ := +

CT
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and + := +
GT

(and accordingly for negative examples). Using Bayes’ rule, we get:

p(+
P

|+̃) = (1 ≠ fl

+

) · p(+)
p(+̃) , (3.7a)

p(≠
P

|≠̃) = (1 ≠ fl≠) · p(≠)
p(≠̃) . (3.7b)

Where p(+) and p(≠) are the label ratios in the respective test sets. We can now
calculate the (normalized) confusion matrix entries as follows:

tp = TP
N = p(+

P

, +̃) = (1 ≠ fl

+

) · p(+) , (3.8a)

tn = TN
N = p(≠

P

, ≠̃) = (1 ≠ fl≠) · p(≠) , (3.8b)

fp = FP
N = p(+

P

, ≠̃) = p(≠̃) ≠ tn , (3.8c)

fn = FN
N = p(≠

P

, +̃) = p(+̃) ≠ tp , (3.8d)

where N denotes the total number of data points in the test set.
Let us now use the numbers from our training data (Table 3.1) and calculate

the maximum precision and recall that is possible under the given constraints in a
CT test set. From the table, we roughly have p(+̃) = 0.05 and p(≠̃) = 0.95. We
further evaluated a random sample of 20 decision edges from the training data and
found the following label flipping probabilities: p(≠|+̃) = 0 and p(+|≠̃) = 0.15. Using
Bayes’ rule and the sum rule for probabilities we get p(+) = 0.193, p(≠) = 0.807,
fl

+

= p(≠̃|+) = 0.74 and fl≠ = p(+̃|≠) = 0.
We can now use the confusion matrix definitions above to calculate precision and

recall for our perfectly regularized classifier:

precision = tp
tp + fp = 0.25 , (3.9a)

recall = tp
tp + fn = 1 . (3.9b)

With fl

+

> 0.5 it seems unlikely that a classifier could still learn the underlying
distribution of the data. However, the assumption of unbiased random label noise is
most likely not valid in our case, as most false labels arise due to tracing of only the
center line of a process. Therefore lateral extensions are easily missed. We expect that
a classifier will learn to replicate this behavior which could prove to be a useful feature
as it makes the classification more robust to merge errors.

We can, however, conclude that the original, noisy test set CT
test

will not su�ce to
evaluate the performance of our model, as the biases in the label noise together with
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the bound on the precision make the result very di�cult to interpret. It is therefore
necessary to create a well-controlled noise-free version of the test set in order to reliably
evaluate classifier predictions.

3.6 Merger mode test set

Our aim is to obtain a test set that reflects a gold standard ground truth segmentation
of single processes. For such a purpose, an add-on suite for webKnossos (Helmstaedter
et al., 2015) was developed by Boergens (2015a) that we shall make use of for this
project. The add-on suite introduces merger mode tracing, a method to visually guide
the task of collecting every single segment that belongs to a process, such as an axon
or a dendrite.

In merger mode, the user is shown the typical webKnossos tracing interface with
overlaid segmentation. Whenever a node is placed inside a segment, the color of the
segment changes to some pre-defined common color for all collected segments. Therefore
it is easy to spot missing segments or erroneously added segments. It is not possible to
place nodes on border regions between segments, thereby avoiding a typical source of
error.

We identified the axons constituting the original test set (six in total) and re-traced
them in merger mode, collecting segment by segment. We followed the policy that
a segment is only collected if at least 50% of its volume is inside the axon that we
are trying to reconstruct. This policy, however, is typically di�cult to follow, as it is
di�cult to estimate the volume coverage from sequences of 2D images in a reasonable
amount of time. Also, attention-related mistakes, such as left out segments, missed
branches or accidental mergers are quite common and di�cult to avoid.

In order to resolve annotation errors, we iterated the following steps after an initial
candidate test set was created:

• Evaluate predictions of both the candidate (RNN) and the baseline model (GP
interface classifier) on the merger mode test set and inspect all false positive
predictions of the respective model for the decision threshold at 20% recall.

• Classify false positives as a) actual false positives, b) false positives due to missed
segment in annotation, c) false positives due to mistakenly added segments in
merger mode.

• Correct all respective locations for case b) and c) in the merger mode test set.

We iterated these steps until no more annotation errors were found. Note, however,
that this procedure might leave errors that only appear for lower decision thresholds
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Test set Number of paths Mean length Label ratio (pos : neg)
Original 63,108 10.9 1 : 23.7
Merger mode 154,420 10.5 1 : 4.14

Table 3.4 Comparison of original test set obtained from the Iris axons dataset and
the re-traced merger mode test set. Both test sets represent the same six axons. The
di�erence in the class ratios is due to the way the original test set was traced: Here,
only the center line of an axon was traced and therefore edges to segments of lateral
extensions of a process are falsely labelled as negative. In the merger mode test set,
more than twice as many paths were found due to the larger number of segments
compared to the original test set.

untouched. We then estimated the overall annotation error rate in the merger mode
test set by manually re-investigating a number of randomly chosen edges and their
according labels. Doing so, we found that we can estimate the error rate for both
negative to positive flips and vice versa to be less than 1 in 100. This is a major
improvement in comparison to skeletons traced in standard mode, as discussed in the
previous section.

We applied the same path sampling and augmentation procedures as in the original
dataset. Table 3.4 shows a comparison of the original test set and the re-traced merger
mode test set.

We should note that we have excluded a small fraction of one of the axons due to a
misaligned region in the dataset. Automated tracing in this region becomes intractable
due to significantly reduced dataset quality. Also, we later noted that in one of the test
set axons, a branch was completely missed. This error is present both in the original
test set from the Iris axons dataset and in the re-traced merger mode test set.

3.7 Training procedure

In this section we specify details about the architecture, implementation and training
of the RNN sequence classifier model in practice. We based our implementation on the
open source deep learning framework keras (Chollet, 2015): keras provides an additional
abstraction layer to computation graph frameworks, such as Theano (Bastien et al.,
2012; Bergstra et al., 2010), and allows a variety of combinations of di�erent neural
network layers. Keras also provides implementations for a selection of optimizers, such
as stochastic gradient descent and AdaGrad (Duchi et al., 2011), and allows training of
both recurrent and feedforward network architectures, or combinations thereof.
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We make use of the computation graph framework provided by Theano to automat-
ically compute gradients for backpropagation. Training was performed on a NVIDIA®
Tesla M2090, which provided a significant speed-up in comparison to training on modern
CPU architectures. Training a single model took up to 100 passes through the full
training dataset with 300-800s per pass, i.e. roughly 8-20hrs of training time until
convergence.

We also trained a fixed-length (i.e. all sequences cut to the minimum length) random
forest (RF) model based on MATLAB®’s TreeBagger class to serve as a baseline model.
RFs are insensitive to feature scaling and generally perform very well with little to no
hyperparameter tuning. Furthermore, RFs provide a form of interpretability, as the
importance of individual features for the classification decision can be evaluated.

3.7.1 Network architecture

The network architecture of the RNN (see Figure 3.15) can be separated into three
components: An input layer, a hidden recurrent layer and an output layer. The hidden
recurrent layer can itself again be composed of multiple layers or separate modules. We
only consider single- or two-layered recurrent networks, as more than two hidden layers
are typically harder to train and therefore advised against (Karpathy et al., 2015).

input

hidden
recurrent 
layer

output

xt0 xt1 xt2 xt3 xt4

ht0 ht1 ht2 ht3 ht4

y

Fig. 3.15 Illustration of the network architecture for an RNN with a single hidden
recurrent layer used for sequence classification. At each time step, the input layer reads
an N -dimensional feature vector and passes a transformation thereof on to the hidden
layer. Only at the last time step, the learned representation of the hidden layer is
read out by a single output unit that provides the class probability for a given input
sequence.

Input layer

The input layer is composed of N units, where N is the dimension of the feature vector
of a single sequence step. At each time step t, a feature vector x(t) is fed into the input
layer of the network. It passes through a layer transformation h(t)

cand

= tanh(Wx(t) + b)
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with a weight matrix W œ IRD◊N, bias vector b and tanh(x) activation function, where
D is the number of hidden units. The result is then passed forward to the hidden layer.

Hidden recurrent layer

The hidden recurrent layer updates its current state at every time step depending on
both the network input x(t) (or its transformation, i.e. h(t)

cand

) and the state of the
hidden layer in the previous time step h(t≠1). The exact transformation depends on
the type of hidden unit used (see Section 2.2.4). As training with a standard neural
network layer transform (as in the input layer) is not feasible due to the problem of
decaying gradients (see Section 2.2.3), we instead employ gated recurrent units (GRU)
(Chung et al., 2014) for this purpose. The number D of hidden units will range from
64 to 1024 in our experiments.

Output layer

As we are facing a two-class classification task, the class label of a single example
x

n

œ X from the dataset X is easiest encoded with a single binary variable t œ {0, 1}.
We therefore only require a single output unit y

n

at the last timestep with an activation
function ‡(x) that maps the real-valued output f(w, x

n

) to the interval [0, 1]. The
neural network is here defined as f(w, x

n

), with the parameter vector w. With

y

n

(w, x
n

) = ‡(f(w, x
n

)) = p(C
1

|w, x
n

) , (3.10)

we can interpret the network output as a class-conditional probability with p(C
1

|w, x
n

)
for the label class t = 1 and p(C

2

|w, x
n

) = 1 ≠ p(C
1

|w, x
n

) for t = 0.
The natural choice for the activation function is the logistic sigmoid function

‡(x) = 1
1 + exp(≠x) , (3.11)

as it represents the canonical link function for Bernoulli-distributed target variables t

(Bishop, 2006) with the likelihood function

p(t
n

|w, x
n

) = y

n

(w, x
n

)tn [1 ≠ y

n

(w, x
n

)]1≠tn
. (3.12)

For a set X = {x
1

, . . . , x
N

} of N independent data samples, we then aim to minimize
the negative log-likelihood, which is often referred to as the cross-entropy error function

E(w, X) = ≠
Nÿ

n=1

#
t

n

ln y

n

+ (1 ≠ t

n

) ln(1 ≠ y

n

)
$
. (3.13)
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In combination with the sigmoid activation function, the gradient of this error function
then has the desirable property that it is proportional to the linear error y

n

≠ t

n

:

Ò
w

E(w, X) =
Nÿ

n=1

(y
n

≠ t

n

)Ò
w

f(w, x
n

) , (3.14)

where Ò
w

f(w, x
n

) can be evaluated via backpropagation (see Section 2.2.2). During
training, the parameter vector w is then iteratively updated in small steps along the
direction of the negative gradient.

3.7.2 Weight initialization

We initialize all weight matrices W œ IRM◊N of feed-forward layers uniformly at random
with the normalization introduced by Glorot and Bengio (2010)

(W)
ij

≥ U
A

≠
Ô

6Ô
M + N

,

Ô
6Ô

M + N

B

, (3.15)

where U(≠a, a) is the uniform distribution for the interval (≠a, a). Recurrent layer
weight matrices are initialized as random orthogonal matrices, as suggested in Saxe
et al. (2013).

At this point we should note, that we initialize the activity of all recurrent units to
zero for the first time step during the forward pass.

3.7.3 Training objective and optimization

For the classification task, we aim to minimize the binary cross-entropy error function
(Equation 3.13). The optimization task is non-convex due to the highly non-linear
network function f(w, x

n

). Instead of evaluating Equation 3.13 for all training samples
X = {x

1

, . . . , x
N

} at every iteration, we instead iterate over random mini-batches
I

k

µ X of size L < N and update weights w

i

according to the backpropagated gradient

w

(t)

i

= w

(t≠1)

i

≠ ÷

(t)

i

ˆE(w, I(t))
ˆw

----
w=w

(t≠1)
i

. (3.16)

Mini-batch stochastic gradient descent typically o�ers shorter convergence times than
full batch gradient descent (Li et al., 2014) and makes more e�cient use of hardware
than stochastic gradient descent with single data samples per iteration. We set the
mini-batch size to L = 64 for all experiments described here.
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Following the adaptive subgradient method as introduced in Duchi et al. (2011),
also known as AdaGrad, we choose an adaptive learning rate for each weight

÷

(t)

i

= ÷

0Ò
a

(t)

i

, (3.17)

with an initial learning rate ÷

0

= 0.01 and an accumulator

a

(t)

i

= a

(t≠1)

i

+
A

ˆE(w, I(t))
ˆw

----
w=w

(t≠1)
i

B
2

. (3.18)

AdaGrad is less sensitive to the choice of an initial learning rate than, e.g. ,
standard stochastic gradient descent, and therefore saves time as we need to evaluate
less hyperparameters. On the other hand, however, better performance could potentially
be achieved by fine-tuning the learning rate using a di�erent scheduling method. Due
to time constraints we could not explore other approaches in much detail.

We should note that in practice we choose random mini-batches by randomly
shu�ing the full dataset and then splitting it into batches according to the mini-batch
size L. The last mini-batch is typically of size smaller than L and therefore left out.
We refer to one full pass over the dataset as an epoch. The dataset is re-shu�ed for
every epoch. Training typically takes several epochs until convergence.

In summary, a single training iteration consists of four steps. A forward pass of a
mini-batch through the network, the evaluation of the error function, a backward pass
of the error gradients and the weight update according to Equation 3.16.

As sequence length varies between single data samples, additional steps have to be
taken to allow e�cient forward and backward passes through the network with mini-
batches of data. We combine every sample from a mini-batch in a single L ◊ M ◊ l

max

matrix, where L is the number of samples in the mini-batch, M is the number of
features per sequence step and l

max

is the maximum sequence length that appears in
the full dataset. We pad sequences that are shorter than l

max

with a special mask
token. The mask token is then, both for training and prediction, passed through the
network and sets all activities and error gradients to zero until the first non-mask token
value arrives.

We further use dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014; Zaremba et al., 2014) for every
recurrent layer as an e�ective means for regularization. Dropout randomly sets a certain
fraction p of the weights to zero during training. This prevents overfitting and improves
generalization performance.
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3.7.4 Validation score monitoring and early stopping

To further regularize our classifier, we follow the standard technique of monitoring
the generalization performance on a separate validation set during training. After
each training epoch, we perform a forward pass on the validation set and evaluate
the cross-entropy error (Equation 3.13). We keep track of this result for every epoch
and stop training if the validation set error has not decreased for n

tol

= 5 consecutive
epochs. Stopping training after convergence on the validation set prevents the model
from overfitting on the training set and typically improves generalization performance.

To prevent overfitting due to hyperparameter tuning (e.g. number of parameters or
dropout rate), we set aside another part of the dataset, namely the test set. We evaluate
the performance on the test set only once after having optimized for hyperparameters
using the validation set.

3.7.5 Model averaging

After training, we finally combine predictions from our RNN model with predictions
from the GP-based interface classifier (Berning and Helmstaedter, 2016) by simple
averaging of both predictions. This typically improves predictive performance, as
both models are trained on complementary sets of features (with the exception of the
borderSurfaceArea feature, see Section 3.4).
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Experiments and results

In this chapter we describe the main experiments and results. We train a selection of
RNNs on the sequence classification task for 3D agglomeration. Finally, we compare
the performance of our best model with a benchmark random forest (RF) (Breiman,
2001) classifier and a GP-based interface classifier (Berning and Helmstaedter, 2016).

4.1 Hyperparameter optimization

Hyperparameters can be categorized in training data-related hyperparameters (e.g.
path length and class label ratio), architecture-related hyperparameters (e.g. network
size, number of layers and unit types) and optimization-related hyperparameters (e.g.
learning rate, dropout rate and other means of regularization).

4.1.1 Model-related hyperparameters

Firstly, let us investigate model-related hyperparameters, i.e. settings related to archi-
tecture and optimization of our RNN model.

Unit types

To alleviate the problem of vanishing gradients (see Section 2.2.3), several special
recurrent unit types have been introduced (see Section 2.2.4).

We choose gated recurrent units (GRU) as introduced by Chung et al. (2014) for all
further experiments. They deal very well with the problem of vanishing gradients while
introducing fewer additional parameters as, say, the popular long short-term memory
(LSTM) unit, first introduced by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997).

We leave evaluation of other unit types and variations thereof open for further study,
as we only had limited computational resources and time available for the experiments
described here.
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Dropout

We explored several di�erent values for the free parameter in dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014; Zaremba et al., 2014) (see Section 3.7.3). We found that a dropout rate of p = 0.5
generally worked well. Similar as described in (Srivastava et al., 2014), results were not
very sensitive on the exact choice of the dropout rate, as long as it was roughly in the
interval [0.4, 0.8].

Optimizers

There exist a number of powerful optimizers for the problem of mini-batch gradient
descent. Standard (mini-batch) stochastic gradient descent is known for inferior
performance on RNNs (Pascanu et al., 2013). Due to time constraints, we only
evaluated the AdaGrad optimizer as introduced by Duchi et al. (2011), as it adaptively
sets the learning rate for every parameter and produces reliable results with little to no
hyperparameter tuning. We found that the recommended learning rate of ÷

0

= 0.01
works well in practice.

Further improvements can probably be expected from using a di�erent optimizer,
such as RMSProp (Tieleman and Hinton, 2012), and searching for both optimal learning
rate and learning rate decay parameters.

Number of units

The number of hidden recurrent units h

dim

is one of the most important hyperparameters
for RNNs. The higher h

dim

, the more expressive the model will be. If h

dim

is chosen
too low, the model will most likely underfit the data. On the other hand, if h

dim

is
chosen too high, the model will overfit and generalize poorly to other datasets. While
the latter point can be alleviated by regularization, it is still not advisable to choose
h

dim

as large as possible. A large value for h

dim

will significantly slow down training,
as the number of parameters in the network grows quadratically with h

dim

.
We performed a grid search over h

dim

œ {64, 128, 256, 512, 1024}, with the other
parameters chosen as: ÷

0

= 0.01 (AdaGrad learning rate), p = 0.5 (dropout rate) and
L = 64 (mini-batch size). We trained the network by optimizing the cross-entropy error
(see Section 3.7.3). We stopped training after the validation error plateaued (i.e. no
improvement for 5 consecutive epochs). Results are summarized in Table 4.1.

While the validation error remains relatively constant for all architectures, clear
signs of overfitting can be seen with regard to the training error for higher numbers of
hidden units. The models with h

dim

= 256 generalized best to the validation set, as
indicated by the low validation error.
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h

dim

Layers Training error (%) Validation error (%)
64 1 12.23 ± 0.14 13.69 ± 0.11
128 1 11.44 ± 0.18 13.36 ± 0.23
256 1 10.89 ± 0.06 13.22 ± 0.05
512 1 10.34 ± 0.34 13.31 ± 0.11
1024 1 9.83 ± 0.46 13.53 ± 0.13
128 2 11.75 ± 0.10 13.40 ± 0.08
256 2 11.04 ± 0.12 13.30 ± 0.17

Table 4.1 Final training and validation error (cross-entropy) after convergence for
di�erent numbers of units h

dim

in the hidden recurrent layer. Mean and standard
deviation of the error are calculated from three experiments with random initial
conditions each. Experiments with two hidden layers were performed with identical
(hidden recurrent) layers of size h

dim

. The network with h

dim

= 256 and a single
hidden recurrent layer (highlighted) seems to find the right balance between over- and
underfitting.

Number of layers

Most applications of RNNs use one or two hidden recurrent layers in practice. More than
two hidden layers are typically advised against (Karpathy et al., 2015), although specific
scenarios might benefit from a deeper representation. We here compare architectures
with one and two hidden recurrent layers. Results are shown in Table 4.1.

While the di�erence in validation error might not be significant between the single-
and the two-layered options with same number of hidden units per layer, we choose in
favor of the simpler model (i.e. single hidden layer, h

dim

= 256).

4.1.2 Data-related hyperparameters

Here, we evaluate input data-related hyperparameters, namely the influence of sequence
length and class ratios in the dataset on the generalization ability of the classifier.

Influence of sequence length

We use the parameters of the best model so far, i.e. a GRU-RNN with a single
hidden recurrent layer with h

dim

= 256 and parameters otherwise as described in the
previous section. We investigate the influence of sequence length on the generalization
performance of our classifier in terms of the mean validation error for several di�erent
settings.

Firstly, we investigated how a model that was trained on the full sequence length
(i.e. the original training dataset) performs on a validation set with shorter sequences.
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Fig. 4.1 Mean validation error (cross-entropy) on validation sets with sequences cut to
a maximum sequence length l

max

œ [2, 11]. Average predictions of three experiments.
The RNN classifier was trained on the full training set with a single GRU hidden layer
of h

dim

= 256. Error bars show standard deviation.

For the validation set, we cut sequences to a maximum length l

max

œ [2, 11]. Figure 4.1
summarizes the results. Apparently, generalization ability of our model severely su�ers
for datasets with sequences shorter than l

max

= 4, as these were not part of the training
set. The minimum sequence length that appears in our original dataset is l

min

= 4.
We further evaluated, how our model generalizes when we both train and predict on

datasets with a constraint for a maximum sequence length l

max

. Therefore we also cut all
sequences in the training data to a maximum length l

max

. Due to time constraints (as the
model needs to be re-trained for every experiment) we only investigated generalization
performance for l

max

œ {4, 7, 11} in terms of the mean validation error. Results are
shown in Table 4.2.

l

max

Training error (%) Validation error (%)
11 10.89 ± 0.06 13.22 ± 0.05
7 11.16 ± 0.11 13.46 ± 0.12
4 11.07 ± 0.04 13.27 ± 0.04

Table 4.2 Final training and validation error (cross-entropy) after convergence for
di�erent sequence lengths. All training and validation set sequences were cut to a
maximum length l

max

, with l

max

= 11 being the original dataset. Mean and standard
deviation of the error are calculated from three experiments with random initial
conditions each. While the experiments using the full length dataset scored best
(highlighted), the di�erence in validation error is not very significant.
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Here, generalization ability is very similar for the model trained on l

max

= 4 and
the original model l

max

= 11. Training on shorter sequence lengths significantly speeds
up training and puts fewer constraints on possible applications for 3D agglomeration
of our sequence learning model. We therefore choose the model with l

max

= 4 for all
further experiments and recommend its use in practice.

Class equalization

The original dataset as summarized in Table 3.1 exhibits a particular imbalanced class
ratio of approximately 1 : 18 (positive : negative) for both the training and the validation
set. We here investigate whether generalization ability of our RNN classifier can be
improved by training on a class-balanced version of the dataset. We compare two
approaches to achieve balanced classes.

Oversampling of positive class In this approach, we perform copies of members
of the positive class (i.e. examples in the training dataset with class label t = 1) until
we arrive at a balanced class ratio. We uniformly at random (with replacement) select
positive examples from the original training dataset and duplicate them. We stop this
procedure as soon as we arrive at a class ratio of 1 : 1.

Undersampling of negative class Here, we uniformly at random select examples
from the negative class (i.e. class label t = 0) and remove them from the training
dataset until a balanced class ratio is achieved. This significantly decreases the size
of the dataset and potentially removes informative examples that might benefit the
training of the classifier.

Type Validation error (%)
Original class ratio 13.22 ± 0.05
Oversampling (positive class) 34.26 ± 2.75
Undersampling (negative class) 48.31 ± 2.19

Table 4.3 Final validation error (cross-entropy) after convergence for di�erent class
ratios in the training dataset. The validation set was left unchanged in order to allow
direct comparison of the validation error. Mean and standard deviation of the error
are calculated from three experiments with random initial conditions each. Equalizing
the class ratios in the dataset lead to significantly impeded generalization ability of the
classifier in comparison to training on the original class ratio (highlighted).
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We again compare the di�erent approaches in terms of the mean validation error
with three random initializations per approach. We use the model with optimized
hyperparameters as described in the previous sections with a single hidden layer of
h

dim

= 256 and a maximum sequence length of l

max

= 4 both for the training and the
validation set. Results are summarized in Table 4.3.

Apparently the model fails to generalize to the validation set when it was trained
on an augmented training set with a balanced class ratio. The approach using under-
sampling of negative examples performs particularly poorly, as the size of the training
set is significantly reduced (to roughly 60, 000 examples).

4.2 Evaluation of best model

In this section, we compare the best model1 from the previous section (i.e. lowest vali-
dation error) with a simple benchmark model, namely a random forest (RF) (Breiman,
2001) classifier that acts on fixed-length inputs. We compare both models for sequences
with a length of l

min

= l

max

= 4. Both models are tested on the merger mode test set
as described in Section 3.6.

The RNN has a single GRU hidden layer with h

dim

= 256 and is trained on the
training dataset with paths cut to l

max

= 4 (the same restriction applies to the RF
classifier). We further use a dropout rate of p = 0.5 and an AdaGrad learning rate of
÷

0

= 0.01. The RF classifier is implemented using MATLAB®’s TreeBagger class with
N = 100 trees.

4.2.1 Feature importance

Training an RF classifier on our dataset provides us with some insight on the importance
of single features on the classification decision. We can estimate this importance by
keeping track of the out-of-bag error during training as suggested in (Breiman, 2001).
MATLAB® provides an implementation for this method. Results are summarized in
Figure 4.2.

It is apparent that edge features are on average more important than segment-based
features. Furthermore, as one would expect, features of edges closer to the decision
edge are assigned a higher importance than those of distant edges. Note that results
may vary from trial to trial, as the decision trees in an RF are randomly grown. This
result is to be understood as a very rough estimate of the actual predictive power of
individual features.

1GRU-RNN 20160302-141311
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Fig. 4.2 Feature importance of an RF classifier (in arbitrary units) for the training set
with paths cut to a maximum length of l

max

= 4. Left: Feature importance averaged
over the whole sequence. Right: Feature importance for an RF classifier trained on
edge features only, shown for all edges individually. #1 denotes the edge from the
source node; #4 denotes the decision edge.
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4.2.2 Precision and recall

With both the RNN and the RF trained on the same dataset, we can compare their
performance on the merger mode test set that we have previously created for this
purpose (see Section 3.6). As the feature set (see Section 3.4) for our models was chosen
complementary (with the exception of the borderSurfaceArea feature) to the feature set
that the GP-based interface classifier (Berning and Helmstaedter, 2016) was trained on,
we combine our new models with the GP predictions for better predictive performance.
We create ensemble models as follows. An RNN+GP model is built by averaging the
RNN prediction for a decision edge with the respective GP prediction (the latter is
available for every edge in the dataset). Analogously, we create an RF+GP benchmark
model using the RF predictions in the same way.

We then use the trained RNN and RF models to make predictions on every decision
edge (see Section 3.3) in the test set. We average predictions in case of multiple paths
converging onto a single decision edge.

As described in Section 3.5.3, we use the precision/recall metric to compare models.
Specifically, we are interested in the maximum recall achieved at a precision of 98%.
Figure 4.3 summarizes this result for all models.
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Fig. 4.3 Comparison of our RNN-based model (RNN+GP) with the original baseline
GP-based model (GP) (Berning and Helmstaedter, 2016) and a benchmark RF-based
model (RF+GP). Up to a recall of 60%, both the RF+GP and the RNN+GP model
consistently perform better than the baseline GP model. Compared at 98% precision
(gray line), the RNN+GP model wins by a small margin (arrow).

At the 98% precision level, our proposed RNN+GP model has a slight edge compared
to the other models. Both the RNN+GP and the RF+GP model consistently outperform
the GP interface classifier (Berning and Helmstaedter, 2016) alone for recall values
smaller than 60%. For higher recall values, the situation reverses (not shown here).
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4.2.3 Mean reconstructed path length

We further compare models on a more practically motivated metric, namely the mean
reconstructed path length. We measure this quantity again at 98% precision, i.e. with
a certain tolerated merge-error rate. This defines the decision threshold under which
we shall accept edges (add to agglomerate) or decline (keep processes split). We then
find connected components (i.e. agglomerates) on the merger mode test set given our
model predictions. We discard connected components consisting only of a single edge.
Then, we calculate the reconstructed path length as the diameter (in a graph-theoretic
sense) of the connected component, with edge lengths given by their physical length
(center of mass distance) in 3D space. Table 4.4 shows the results.

Model Reconstructed length
GP (Berning and Helmstaedter, 2016) 2.9 ± 2.5 µm
RNN+GP 7.3 ± 1.2 µm
RF+GP 7.6 ± 1.5 µm

Table 4.4 A comparison of mean reconstructed path lengths on the merger mode test set
at 98% precision. See text for more details. The error denotes the standard deviation
of reconstructed path lengths on the test set. Both new models (highlighted) show a
significant improvement over the GP interface classifier alone.

We should note that for both the RNN- and the RF-based models, the classifiers were
seeded with 4 segments of the ground truth dataset to allow for sequence classification.
These segments do not count towards the reconstructed length to allow for a fair
comparison with the GP-based interface classifier (Berning and Helmstaedter, 2016)
that acts on single edges (pairs of segments) only. Under this metric, both ensemble
models (RNN+GP and RF+GP) improve upon the baseline GP-based interface classifier
(Berning and Helmstaedter, 2016) alone.
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Discussion and outlook

In this chapter, we summarize and discuss our method and the results described in the
previous chapters. We conclude by providing an outlook on possible future work.

5.1 Summary and discussion

In this thesis, we introduced a new method for 3D agglomeration of over-segmented
connectomics image data. Our method integrates information of the full agglomer-
ation graph and thereby extends previous work on interface-based classifiers for 3D
agglomeration (Berning and Helmstaedter, 2016; Bogovic et al., 2013). We framed
the problem of agglomeration as a sequence learning task and developed methods to
e�ciently derive training data from human-traced skeletons. We demonstrated this
capability on a dataset of traced axons annotated by a single student and trained an
RNN sequence classifier on this dataset.

Comparing the performance of the best RNN-based classifier with a GP-based
interface classifier (Berning and Helmstaedter, 2016) and a separate RF-based classifier,
provided us with valuable insights on both the benefits and the restrictions of our
proposed model. We have seen that our proposed method does not necessarily benefit
from long sequences (i.e. long paths sampled from an agglomerate) and that the
restriction of sequences to a common fixed length (see Section 4.1.2) does not significantly
alter the performance of our model.

The strength of RNNs in comparison to fully connected neural networks or other
classifiers that operate on fixed-size input (such as an RF) lies in weight sharing
along the time domain. For stationary time series inputs this property allows for an
e�ective reduction of the number of model parameters without compromising predictive
performance. On the other hand, RNNs, being dynamical systems, typically require a
finite number of time steps during a forward pass to “settle in” and adapt to the input
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sequence. As sequences get shorter, the benefit of temporal weight sharing vanishes
and models that operate on fixed-size input might become viable alternatives. This
could explain the similar performance of the RF- and the RNN-based models on the
dataset of fixed-length sequences of length l

max

= 4 (see Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3).
Although not fully investigated here, we expect that it should be possible to restrict

both training and testing datasets to even shorter sequences of length two to three edges
without significantly reducing predictive performance. This suggestion is motivated by
the rapid drop in feature importance (see Section 4.2.1) over the length of the sequence.

An interesting idea related to our approach was introduced in Jurrus et al. (2008).
They frame the problem of agglomeration as finding an optimal path through consecutive
2D slices of the segmentation and they allow this path to skip slices of bad quality,
thereby improving reconstruction accuracy. This skip-prediction approach could be
transferred to our method as follows: Instead of predicting on candidate edges to
direct neighboring segments, we can allow to predict on the second-order neighbor of a
segment, thereby skipping a potentially di�cult segment. Segments that are di�cult for
the classifier to ambiguate typically arise due to imaging- or alignment-related artifacts
in the dataset. This approach, however, could be very challenging for a classifier to be
trained on, as the number of higher-order neighbors increases exponentially with the
number of skipped segments. As opposed to the approach in Jurrus et al. (2008), we are
considering the full 3D segmentation and not just 2D slices thereof. We thereby have
to deal with a considerably larger number of neighbors: On the order of 10 first-order
and 100 second-order neighbors for the given segmentation (Berning, 2014). One would
have to come up with a smart way of restricting this set, as otherwise even a very small
false positive rate of a classifier would result in a significant drop in precision due to a
strongly imbalanced label ratio.

5.2 Future work

Our work here is to be understood as a first proof of principle that opens up a variety
of avenues for future research. We propose a couple of ideas in the following.

The obvious next step for our method is to implement and test it in a full recon-
struction pipeline. For that, one can make use of the fully trained models described
here, but the e�cient combination with existing methods and heuristics for manually
seeded agglomeration of, say, axonal segments still remains an open problem.

Another potential application of our method lies in the classification of full paths,
instead of merely classifying what we call the decision edge (see Section 3.3). This
could be useful for the problem of determining whether two spatially separate segments
(e.g. two axonal boutons) are connected, via classification of potential connecting paths
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as being plausible or not. For this problem, RNNs are the models of choice, as these
paths will generally vary in length.

As noted previously, we have only explored a limited set of hyperparameters and
features for our models. Additional performance improvements can be expected from
extending these. Furthermore, increasing the size of the training set might be beneficial
and worth exploring.

A particularly interesting extension to the work presented here would be to replace
hand-designed features (see Section 3.4) altogether via a so-called end-to-end approach
as in Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2015). Here, an RNN is combined with a convolutional
neural network as a trainable feature extractor in a single model that is fully (end-to-end)
trainable via backpropagation.

With or without these proposed extensions, we expect that the proof of principle
method introduced in this thesis will be a useful tool for the challenging problem of
(semi-)automated reconstruction of 3D-EM data.
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